Resolved 3d. That should the senior members consent to comply with this proposal they be required to abandon a copy of their resolutions to the Faculty of the University of North Carolina.

Gentlemen,

Whereas, the Chalan thepus Society has been unanimously to approve the cause be having been the part of the same time of sacrifice after proceeding to the promotion of peace and harmony, resolvling therefore to refuse all request from such a Senate and made with full power we accede to the proposal of our Society and respectfully recall the resolutions of the 20th inst.

John B. Davis
R. P. Donnell
Dennis D. Dibble

Hereafter Gentlemen were invited to a second interview with the Faculty who according to came, when the President made a few remarks and concluded by stating that the whole matter would be laid before the trustees.

W. H. Owen C.W.

P.S. The purport of which was that the Faculty were not to communicate this to the Society nor the Society to the Faculty that as regarded themselves they had only to go on and discharge their duties or abide the consequences.